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defended the company’s ongoing pricing strategy, saying, “We are only looking to sell our own brand of
products at lower prices. No one should come to us and ask about whether our prices are low.” While his
observations are noteworthy, perhaps Bansal’s comments should be taken with a pinch of salt, considering that
his company – Flipkart – had been subject to regulatory scrutiny for a couple of months now. Flipkart’s moves to
cut prices might have inadvertently prompted the regulator’s concern. Last month, the company made
significant price cuts in several of the items that it carried and sources indicated that this had caused the
company’s stocks to plunge to a 13-month low. We could very well argue that the nadir of Flipkart’s stock price
(which also happens to be a lowest in the past three years) was triggered by the long-expected price cut
announcements that the company had made over the last few weeks. The company said that it was well aware
of the ‘legal hazard’ that it had invited because of its price cut move. However, it also decided to “shoot for the
moon” and take the risk. “Our objective is to sell our own branded products at the lower end. We want to
introduce brands that appeal to the masses and get them to shop on our platform,” Bansal said. Apart from
this, Flipkart also has a slew of new products which it is launching this week in which it will also adopt a
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Students. Turee is a fruit that looks like a small golden yellow pear. It is easily available in Singapore market.
The fruit is very sour-tasting but it has health benefits. Mangosteen is used as a medicine in China to cure
inflammation, wounds, and burns. It has vitamins that are beneficial to the skin and can help skin regenerate.
Also, it is known to be very helpful for people suffering from diabetes. Mangosteen are available in various
colors and sizes that make them so attractive. They are available in all sizes; from small- to large-sized fruits.
The prices of this fruit keep on increasing as the demand keeps increasing. The price of this fruit is also
affected by the local supply and demand of the fruit. The fruits can also be bought in the supermarkets if you
are able to purchase them in bulk. However, the quality of the products found in the supermarkets may not be
the same as the ones sold in farmers markets. A perfect way to enjoy this fruit is to buy it fresh and use the
peel it to eat. However, if you can only afford to buy the raw fruit, then you can either roast it, add vinegar,
then bring it to a boil to boil it. You can also eat the fresh fruits by simply dipping them into your mouth.
Mangosteen is also known to be one of the best fruits for enjoying in cocktails. The taste and the color of the
fruit are the other two features that make this fruit so unique. It is available in different sizes that range from
small to large. It is also available in different colors. Punjabi Mangosteen Fruit Varieties: There are four types of
Mangosteen that are commonly found in Singapore. They are not necessarily the unique variants of the same
kind of fruit. However, they have a distinct taste and color that sets them apart from each other. Their main
features are also the consistency of the fruit. Black Mangosteen: The black Mangosteen has a relatively flat
appearance and can be around 20 to 30 cm in length. The average weight of this fruit is usually around 25
grams, but it can weigh up to 50 grams. It has a brownish color with a black stem. Dwarf Mangosteen: This
variety of the fruit has an
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